The Baltic Sea Forum – formerly named Pro Baltica Forum - was founded in 1992. The organization supports the economical, political and cultural co-operation of the Baltic Sea States.

The non-profit organization wants to:

- realize programs and objectives of the European Union
- strengthen the Baltic Sea economic region
- create an independent platform for its members in order to exchange ideas, experiences and opinions
- initiate and encourage cultural exchange programs between the states
- draft trend-setting recommendations to committees and institutions

These objectives are reached by:

- organization of conferences, meetings and fora
- an up-to-date network with constant information exchange
- access to key positions and partners in the Baltic Sea States
- participation in international projects
- drafting and editing of publications

Full-time staff organizes the work in the head office in Hamburg. The development of the Baltic Sea Forum is created in close co-operation with the members and the board. The forum is supported by an international and high ranking advisory board.
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Companies, institutions and public figures from the whole Baltic Sea region are involved in the network. They all share a common interest in the development of the "Mare Balticum" and its neighbor regions.

Our members and partners are:

- Academia Baltica - Agon oy - AHK German-Baltic Chamber of Commerce in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
- Abellio GmbH - baltic consult - Baltic Development Forum - BEIDS Baltic Environmental Information Dissemination System - bremenports GmbH & Co. KG
- Buss Holding GmbH & Co. KG - Cleanaway Deutschland AG & Co. KG - DaimlerChrysler AG - DEC Development & Engineering Cooperation GmbH - dvct German Association for Coaching and Training r.a. - DNO ASA
- Duisburger Hafen AG - East West Institute
- Entendu Oy - Fountain Capital AG - HAMBURG PROJEKTMANAGEMENT GmbH - HSH NORDBANK AG
- INEA Institute for European Affairs e.V. - ISNM INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF NEW MEDIA - InWEnt
- Nielsen+Partner IT-Consulting Corporation - NORD/LB Norddeutsche Landesbank - East and Central Europe Association - Pathway Guidance-Europe - Paulig Group
- SALO Baltic International OÜ - Sarna Polymer Holding Inc. - Swiss Baltic Reliefcommittee - SES Senior Expert Service - TÜV Rheinland Group - METALL NRW
- Association of the Metal and Electrical Industries e.V.
- Vereins- and Westbank Lithuania AG - Wiw Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies - ZDS Federal Association of German Seaport Operators

The economy of the Baltic Sea region is the most flourishing in Europe.

About 90 million people live and work in this region and 9 per cent of the world’s gross national product are generated here. Even at the time of the Hanseatic league, the merchants used the Baltic Sea to establish trade routes between its member cities. Today, the trade across this so called inland sea is one of the main reasons for the growth of the economy in the Baltic Sea States. Leading economic institutes forecast an enormous rise of international trade with the Baltic Sea region within the next years.

The Baltic Sea Forum has already realized this trend, mentioned above, in the 90s of the 20th century and established a network around the "Mare Balticum". The non-profit organization informs, advises and supports its members, partners and institutions in all questions concerning the co-operation with the Baltic Sea region.